Advisory Consulting: Admin Enablement

Enable your System Admin to reach their full potential, and maximize the effectiveness of Encompass. Ellie Mae Advisory Consulting can deliver the expertise needed to coach, mentor, and enable your Encompass System Admin, taking their problem-solving skills and overall skillset to the next level.

Admin Enablement can benefit admins of every level, from the self-trained/self-taught to those who have completed Administrator Essentials Workshop or Certified Encompass Administrator courses. The program can help optimize all areas of Encompass Administration by enabling system admins with a personalized way to improve their skills, capabilities, and insights.

- System Admins get a dedicated personal coach that can help them to magnify their strengths and maximize their unique skillsets through detailed knowledge-sharing sessions, including guidance and recommendations on Encompass improvements.
- Ellie Mae Advisory Consulting can provide system admin coaching, mentoring, and over-the-shoulder assistance with business-as-usual activities, special projects, punch-list items, one-time initiatives, and more.
- For Encompass users with one or many system admins, Ellie Mae Advisory Consulting can help drive improvements in workflow effectiveness and efficiency through improved teamwork.
- Focus can include assistance with advanced business rules, custom input forms, and design and implementation of required changes custom-tailored to your specific instance of Encompass.
- Advisory Consulting can deliver insights on the current and future Encompass releases, upcoming enhancements, products, technical support, and custom solutions.

Benefits

- Dramatically improve system admin skills
- Solve problems faster
- Drive improvements in workflow
- Maximize Encompass effectiveness

Onsite, remote, full-time, and/or part-time options available. Contact us at 1-800-955-9100 or sales@elliemae.com for more information.